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Abstract

Despite the federal policy momentum towards “meaningful use” of Electronic Health Records (EHRs), the healthcare organizational literature remains replete with reports of unintended adverse consequences of implementing EHRs, including: increased work for clinicians, unfavorable workflow changes, and unexpected changes in communication patterns & practices. In addition to being costly and unsafe, these unintended adverse consequences may pose a formidable barrier to “meaningful use” of EHRs. Correspondingly, it is essential for hospital administrators to understand and detect the causes of unintended adverse consequences, to ensure successful implementation of EHRs. The longstanding Technology-in-Practice framework emphasizes the role of human agency in enacting structures of technology use or “technologies-in-practice”. Given a set of unintended adverse consequences from health information technology implementation, this framework could help trace them back to specific actions (types of technology-in-practice) and institutional conditions (social structures). On the other hand, the more recent Knowledge-in-Practice framework helps understand how information and communication technologies (e.g., social knowledge networking systems) could be implemented alongside existing technology systems, to create new social structures, generate new knowledge-in-practice, and transform technology-in-practice. Therefore, integrating the two literature streams could serve the dual purpose of understanding and overcoming unintended adverse consequences of EHR implementation. This paper seeks to: (1) review the theoretical literatures on technology use & implementation, and identify a framework for understanding & overcoming unintended adverse consequences of implementing EHRs; (2) outline a broad project proposal to test the applicability of the framework in enabling “meaningful use” of EHRs in a healthcare context; and (3) identify strategies for successful implementation of EHRs in hospitals & health systems, based on the literature review and application.
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1 Introduction

The 2009 Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act provides incentive payments to hospitals and healthcare providers, who adopt, implement, or demonstrate “meaningful use” of certified Electronic
Health Record (EHR) technology. “Meaningful use” refers to use of certified EHR technology to improve the quality, safety, and efficiency of healthcare delivery, improve care coordination, engage patients and families in care delivery, and reduce healthcare disparities. Correspondingly, the meaningful use of EHR is said to offer the dual benefit of improved quality/patient outcomes and increased practice efficiencies/cost savings \(^{1-4}\). In addition, healthcare providers who demonstrate that they are using EHR in a meaningful way may qualify for significant federal financial incentives. As of August 2012, 54 percent of the Medicare- and Medicaid-eligible professionals had registered for the meaningful use incentive program \(^{5}\).

Despite the policy impetus towards meaningful use however, the healthcare organizational literature remains replete with reports of Unintended Adverse Consequences (UACs) of implementing EHRs. UACs refer to unanticipated and undesired effects of implementing EHRs. For example, some of the common UACs of EHR implementation include: increased work for clinicians, unfavorable workflow changes, ongoing demands for system changes, and conflicts between electronic and paper-based systems \(^{6-10}\). UACs could also result in unfavorable changes in communication patterns and practices and foster negative user emotions when physicians and other caregivers become frustrated with hard-to-use software. In addition, UACs could generate new kinds of errors, and lead to overdependence on technology that only comes to light when the system goes down. For example, physicians dependent on clinical decision support systems may have trouble recalling standard dosages or formulary recommendations. In summary, UACs could pose a formidable barrier to “meaningful use” of EHRs and health information technology (health IT), in general. Additionally, if left undetected, UACs could lead to errors endangering patient safety & quality of care, and even to fraud and abuse, resulting in serious legal implications \(^{11}\). Therefore, it is essential for hospital administrators to detect and understand causes of UACs of EHR implementation, and strive to overcome UACs, to enable meaningful use of EHR technology.

To this effect, an evolving stream of industry literature on health IT use and implementation has begun outlining tools & techniques for detecting causes of UACs \(^{5, 12-15}\). Additionally, a comprehensive review of the theoretical literature suggests that integrating two streams of literature on “Technology-in-Practice” and “Knowledge-in-Practice” could provide a solid foundation not only for understanding causes of UACs from EHR implementation; but also for gaining insights into strategies to overcome them. Correspondingly, this purpose has a threefold purpose:

- To review the theoretical literature on technology use & implementation, and identify a framework for understanding and overcoming UACs of EHR implementation;
- To outline a broad project proposal to test the applicability of the framework in enabling “meaningful use” of EHRs in a healthcare context;
- To identify strategies for successful EHR implementation, as well as implications for future research, based on the literature review and real-world application.

2 Literature review and theoretical framework

2.1 Unintended adverse consequences of health IT implementation

Previous research by Campbell \( \text{et al.} \) \(^{8}\) has served to provide a framework for characterizing and categorizing UACs from EHR/health IT implementation. Essentially, the study identified nine categories of UACs, including: (1) more/new work for clinicians; (2) unfavorable workflow issues; (3) never ending demands for system changes; (4) conflicts between electronic and paper-based systems; (5) unfavorable changes in communication patterns and practices; (6) negative user emotions; (7) generation of new kinds of errors; (8) unexpected changes in the power structure; and (9) overdependence on technology. Examples of UACs within each category are provided below.

Examples of unintended adverse consequences from health IT implementation:
More work for clinicians. Example: After the introduction of an EHR, physicians often have to spend more time on documentation because they are required to (and facilitated to) provide more and more detailed information than with a paper chart. While this information may be helpful, the process of entering the information may be time consuming, especially at first.

Unfavorable workflow changes. Example: The EHR automates the medication and test ordering process by reducing the number of clinicians and clerical staff involved, but by doing so it also eliminates checks and counterchecks in the manual ordering process. That is, with the older system, nurses or clerks may have noticed errors, whereas now the order goes directly from the physician to the pharmacy or lab.

Never-ending demands for system changes. Example: As EHRs evolve, users rely more heavily on the software, and demand more sophisticated functionality and new features (e.g., custom order sets). The addition of new functionalities necessitates that more resources be devoted to EHR implementation and maintenance.

Conflicts between electronic and paper-based systems. Example: Physicians who prefer paper records annotate printouts and place these in patient charts as formal documentation, thus creating two distinct and sometimes conflicting medical records.

Unfavorable changes in communication patterns and practices. Example: EHRs create an “illusion of communication”, (i.e., a belief that simply entering an order ensures that others will see it and act upon it.) For example, a physician fails to speak with a nurse about administering a medication, assuming that the nurse will see the note in the EHR and act upon it.

Negative user emotions. Example: Physicians become frustrated with hard-to-use software.

Generation of new kinds of errors. Example: Busy physicians enter data in a miscellaneous section, rather than in the intended location. Improper placement can cause confusion, duplication, and even medical error.

Unexpected and unintended changes in institutional power structure. Example: IT, quality assurance departments, and hospital administration gain power by requiring physicians to comply with EHR-based directives (e.g., clinical decision support alerts).

Overdependence on technology. Example: Physicians dependent on clinical decision support may have trouble remembering standard dosages, formulary recommendations, and medication contraindications during system downtimes.

### 2.2 Understanding and detecting the causes of unintended adverse consequences

Recent industry literature has suggested that the “Interactive Socio-technical Analysis (ISTA) framework” may be a useful framework for understanding the complex interactions that lead to unintended consequences [5]. The ISTA framework has four key elements: (1) The EHR (as designed), or how the developers envisioned that the EHR would be used; (2) The work environment: The policies, priorities, hierarchies, and relationships within the organization; (3) The technical and physical infrastructure: Other IT, medical devices, building design and layout; and (4) The EHR (as used): The product of interactions between the EHR and the work environment and the physical and technical infrastructure. The ISTA framework has been used to construct “cause and effect” diagrams to detect root causes of UACs [9]. Overall, the ISTA framework emanates from the belief that UACs of EHR implementation are the result of interactions between the EHR and other components of the work environment and infrastructure. However, while the ISTA framework recognizes the potential conflict between the design and use of EHRs, it is limited in its ability to explain “technology use” which is essential for developing interventions for impacting individual action in an organizational context. Along these lines, a focus on understanding technology use (or technology-in-practice) would be more relevant for hospital/health system administrators, compared to technology design, since healthcare managers are limited in their ability to impact IT design.
The longstanding theoretical literature on technology-in-practice (TIP), delves deeper into the role of “technology use”, to provide additional insights into understanding the causes of UACs in HIT implementation. The TIP literature suggests that when humans interact regularly with a technology, they engage with some or all of the material properties of the technology. The resulting recurrent social practice produces and reproduces a particular structure of technology use. These structures of technology use (or technologies-in-practice) are constituted recursively, as humans regularly interact with certain properties of a technology and thus shape the set of rules that serve to shape their interaction\(^{[16-18]}\).

Seen through this “practice lens”, technology structures are emergent, not embodied. Rather than starting with the technology and examining how actors appropriate its embodied structures, this view starts with human action and examines how it enacts emergent structures through recurrent interactions with the technology at hand. Because the enactment of technology-in-practice is situated within a number of nested and overlapping social systems, people’s interaction with technologies will always enact other social structures along with the technology-in-practice. For example, a hierarchical authority structure within a large bureaucracy, a cooperative culture within a participative workgroup, the normative structure of a religious or professional community.

The TIP framework helps understand the types of technologies-in-practice likely to be enacted under various institutional conditions (or social structures). As such, it serves as a useful framework for identifying causes of unintended consequences of technology implementation. For example, researchers have used the TIP lens in consulting companies to trace back unintended adverse consequences to “limited-use-technology-in-practice” and hierarchical network structures; and in software engineering companies, to trace back unintended favorable consequences, to “collective-problem-solving-technology-in-practice”, and collaborative network structures. Furthermore, TIP researchers have distinguished between “individual-productivity-technology-in-practice”, “process-improvement-technology-in-practice”, and “improvisation-technology-in-practice”\(^{[16, 17]}\). In summary, based on evidence gathered across a variety of work contexts, TIP researchers have developed a framework for understanding the types of technologies-in-practice likely to be enacted under various institutional conditions (social structures). The table summarizes the “TIP Framework”.

The table suggests that given a set of UACs from health IT implementation, the TIP framework can help trace them back to specific actions (types of technology-in-practice) and institutional conditions (social structures). Along these lines, applying the TIP lens to the research by Campbell et al.\(^{[8]}\) discussed earlier, suggests that a majority of UAC categories may be viewed as consequences of the enactment of a “limited use EHR-in-practice” by clinicians. For example, the specific challenges described under “more new work for clinicians”; “negative emotions” and “unexpected changes in the power structure”, suggests a general distrust of administration’s motives, among clinicians in the study facilities. The challenges described under “unfavorable workflow issues”, “generation of new types of errors”, and “untoward changes to communication patterns”, suggest skepticism among clinicians in regard to the EHR system’s ability to improve patient safety. For example, it has been well documented that clinicians complain about unsatisfactory reductions in face-to-face communications and excessive use of standardized terminology. These issues suggest a general perception that EHR creates dysfunctional workflows and disrupts beneficial team communication. Consequently, clinicians react by attempting to preserve existing practices and work roles. Last but not least, the problems described under “never-ending demands for system changes”, and “overdependence on technology”, suggest a sense of fear and denial about ongoing changes in work practices due to new technology. They also indicate computer anxiety, fear of deskilling, and desire for professional autonomy. To summarize, clinicians draw upon the “hierarchical social structure”, their limited knowledge of EHRs, their orientation to patient care and established roles/processes, to enact a set of minimal rules and resources which barely influence their existing work practices. In turn, this “limited use EHR-in-practice”, because it provided them with little value, strengthens clinicians’ assumptions about EHRs as less than useful for patient care delivery, and reinforces their orientation to existing practices.
Table. The TIP framework which links actions, conditions, and consequences (Resolution: > 300 dpi).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIONS</th>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology-in-practice</td>
<td>Interest in Using Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited-Use Inertia Low</td>
<td>Limited technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual-Productivity Application Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective-Problem-Solving Application High</td>
<td>Detailed technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process-Support Application Very High</td>
<td>Competent technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvisation Change High</td>
<td>Competent technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A key limitation of the TIP literature however, is that while it helps understand causes of unintended consequences of technology implementation, it does not by itself provide solutions to overcome them. A more recent stream of literature on knowledge-in-practice (KIP), which emanates from the broader literature stream on implementing and sustaining change in healthcare organizations has sought to understand how the creation of new communication (network) structures (or social structures) could enable the creation of new knowledge to in turn facilitate collective learning and organizational change [19-27].

In recent years, the KIP literature has focused on understanding which types of information and communication technologies may be most effective for activating different types of knowledge [28-32]. This research suggests that explicit knowledge (i.e., formal knowledge) may be best activated through intranets and “Virtual Offices” which create open shared spaces; whereas, tacit knowledge (i.e., knowledge embedded in practices, and essential for problem solving & innovation), may be best activated through information and communication technologies such as social knowledge networking (SKN) systems, which have the potential to enable reciprocal interaction and relationships.

The figure depicts the associations between types of information & communication technologies, network structures, knowledge activated, and the collective goal (e.g., “problem-solving” or “innovation”). In effect, the figure summarizes the KIP framework, which provides insights into strategies for using information and communication technologies to transform social structures and create new knowledge (to enable collective learning and change). Therefore, integrating the KIP framework with the TIP framework would suggest that implementing SKN systems alongside existing health IT systems (e.g., EHRs) could help transform technologies-in-practice by creating new social structures, and generating new knowledge-in-practice.

Recent literature has sought to integrate TIP and KIP frameworks to propose strategies for overcoming UACs from EHR implementation [33]. Based on the typologies provided in the table (TIP Framework) and the figure (KIP Framework), an integrated TIP/KIP framework would suggest that using SKN technology alongside an existing EHR system could help transform a “limited use-EHR-in-practice” to a “collective-problem-solving EHR-in practice”, by transforming social structures and creating new knowledge-in-practice to enable collective learning and change.
For example, “moderated discussion forums” within SKN systems could be used to enable top-down vetted content to be combined with bottom-up tacit knowledge. To this effect, forums organized around specific problems encountered during EHR implementation could help activate tacit knowledge required for collective problem solving. Examples of forum topics within SKN systems may include “practice guidelines validity”, “dysfunctional workflows” and “structured entry”. For instance, the forum on “practice-guidelines validity” could be used by hospital administrators to communicate tacit knowledge related to (1) the growing importance of evidence-based guidelines for hospital accreditation; and (2) the true number of near-misses and adverse drug events encountered in pre-existing medication ordering systems. This type of knowledge sharing could in turn help create a “shared meaning” between hospital administrators and clinicians in regard to the value of the EHR system for patient safety and quality. Similarly, a forum on “dysfunctional workflows” may prompt clinicians (including generalist and specialist physicians) to establish a consensus regarding medication ordering. For example, physicians may decide that only the computer would be used to communicate orders and that if both verbal and computer orders occur, then the latter would supersede the former. This could help eliminate any miscommunication resulting in errors and waste. In a similar vein, a forum on “structured entry” could enable reciprocal interactions among clinicians, the IT department, and hospital administrators to enable collective problem solving. IT staff in turn, would have an opportunity to clarify the importance of using structured data entry for measurement purposes. They would also gain opportunities to enhance the effectiveness of training sessions so that clinicians can comprehend the consequences of not using the system in a timely fashion.

Therefore, the introduction of SKN technology alongside the existing EHR system could have the effect of transforming the existing “hierarchical” network structure into a “cooperative” one, to activate tacit knowledge for collective problem solving. The resulting new social structure, in turn, would have the effect of transforming a “limited-use-EHR-in-practice”, into a “collective-problem-solving-EHR-in-practice”. In a similar vein, the integrated TIP/KIP framework suggests that the use of “blogs” and “content repositories” (within SKN systems) to enable a free exchange of ideas (i.e., tacit knowledge), with no intervention from formal authority, could help transform a “limited-use-EHR-in-practice” into an “improvisation-EHR-in-practice” through. The overall takeaway from the integrated TIP/KIP framework is that information and communication technologies (e.g., SKN systems), could be implemented alongside existing EHR systems to transform EHR technology-in-practice from “limited use” to “meaningful use.”
3 A broad project proposal to apply the integrated theoretical framework to a healthcare context

To explore the potential applicability of the integrated TIP/KIP framework in enabling “meaningful use” of EHRs in a real-world context, let us consider a hospital/health system, ABC Health, which recently launched certified EHR technology. As part of the EHR, healthcare providers may electronically prescribe medications through a system which enables them to view patients’ medication history and prescriptions filled through participating pharmacies. Like many healthcare organizations, a key challenge faced by ABC Health is that providers (generalists and specialists) who did not originally order patient medications are resistant to reconciling medications on EHR at discharge, i.e., to “continuing” or “discontinuing” medications they did not order. The end results are frustrated patients with incomplete medication lists and discharge instructions, and higher-than-expected medication error rates. In 2013, the ABC Health averaged a monthly medication history intake rate of 36% (upon patient arrival) and medication reconciliation rate of 17% (at discharge). During the same period, the average monthly patient satisfaction score related to medication instructions, i.e., “medications and care at home were explained to me in a way I could understand”, was at the 44th percentile for outpatient clinic visits, 40th percentile for inpatient discharges, and 2nd percentile for the Emergency Department. Concurrently, national comparative data from the University Health Consortium (UHC) database revealed that ABC Health was at the 75th percentile for proportion of medication events causing patient harm (i.e., adverse drug events); with over 30% of the errors being attributed to patient-provider communication, a rate almost three times the national average. Medication errors are estimated to injure over one million people and cost billions of dollars each year \[34, 35\]. Thus, the meaningful use of EHR medication reconciliation technology has the potential to dramatically improve patient safety, decrease healthcare costs, and engage patients & families in care delivery \[36-38\].

The TIP framework helps understand the types of technologies-in-practice likely to be enacted under various institutional conditions (social structures). Therefore, applying the TIP framework to the ABC Health context suggests a “limited-use-EHR-in-practice” and a “hierarchical network structure”. For example, the problem of physicians being resistant to continue/discontinue medications they did not originally order, suggests skepticism among clinicians in regard to the EHR system’s ability to improve medication & patient safety. It also suggests a “hierarchical network structure,” including a lack of communication between health system administrators and clinicians in regard to: (1) prevailing “best practices” related to EHR medication reconciliation; (2) the changing roles of physicians, nurses, and pharmacists in implementing the process; and (3) the value and benefits of EHR medication reconciliation in reducing medication errors and improving patient care quality & safety.

As a corollary to using the TIP framework to understand the causes of UACs at ABC Health; applying the integrated TIP/KIP framework to the ABC Health context would suggest that the health system could greatly benefit from implementing an SKN system alongside its existing EHR system, to transform the EHR-in-practice from “limited use” to “meaningful use”. In summary, ABC Health might greatly benefit from a Quality Improvement Intervention involving the implementation of SKN technology alongside the existing EHR system, to enable meaningful use of the EHR medication reconciliation system.

In keeping with this plan, an interdisciplinary team of “SKN Moderators” (including key administrators/managers and clinicians/practitioners) from within the health system will implement a web-based SKN system to enable meaningful use of EHR Medication Reconciliation Technology. The SKN system would allow approximately 100 participants from diverse professional subgroups (including primary care physicians, specialists, nurses, pharmacists, IT managers, and hospital administrators) from select clinics/units at ABC Health, to discuss “meta” (system-level) administrative, policy, and communication issues related to medication reconciliation, and exchange specialized knowledge to improve medication safety. Correspondingly, the SKN system would serve as a platform for interactive problem solving related to EHR medication reconciliation and collective learning related to medication safety and patient-centered care practices.
The features of an SKN system would include: (1) Moderated discussion forums, for allowed users to comment on and respond to a particular problem or challenge; (2) Blogs and home pages, to generate ideas on a particular subject; and (3) Content repositories and sophisticated search capabilities. Presto© offered by Inmagic Inc., is an example of an SKN system currently available on the market [39, 40]. Presto© is a web-based application that enables non-technical organizational users to create and manage social knowledge networks. It is available on a “subscription license”, the cost of which is driven by the number of end-users.

Importantly, the EHR system by itself, offers no avenue for interactive problem solving or collective learning of medication safety best practices across provider groups. The only communication platform offered by the EHR is a “message center” for physicians to receive individual patient-related updates from nursing, radiology, pharmacy and the lab. For example, a patient on Warfarin therapy may complain to a nurse that his/her medication list is not up-to-date with removal of certain medications. However, the nurse may feel this change is outside the scope of his/her work and that the doctor must approve discontinuation of those medications, before they are removed. A doctor, who may not have originally ordered those medications, may refrain from discontinuing them. Such a situation could create negative consequences for patient satisfaction and patient safety; and these types of issues/problems cannot be addressed simply by using the EHR system.

Correspondingly, in the situation described above, the nurse in question may wish to access individual stories of patient suffering from failure to reconcile medications, to educate the doctor on associated risks. For example, the nurse may search the “content repositories” of the SKN system to locate a recent story of a patient (on anticoagulation therapy) who underwent liposuction, and subsequently hemorrhaged and died from failure to reconcile Warfarin medications. The nurse may in turn share this story with the doctor on a “moderated discussion forum” in the SKN system. Such a story in turn, could resonate with the doctor and help underscore the importance of consistently performing medication reconciliation in his/her practice, compared to a formal report of aggregate data on adverse drug events. On a related note, the same nurse may wish to find out “best practices”, i.e., what some of the other clinics are doing to reconcile medications and communicate with Warfarin patients, so s/he in turn could share best practices with his/her peers. On another day, she/he may encounter a different problem of “rigidity” in a data entry field for Warfarin dosages, and may wish for more customizability in recording weekly dosing changes. While the EHR platform by itself may not be able to address such problems/issues, a web-based SKN application (easily accessible from the desktop or mobile devices) would provide the nurse with an opportunity to relay and discuss the data entry problem with information technology specialists in a dedicated “Warfarin forum”. In summary, an SKN system, if implemented alongside an EHR system could provide a platform for interactive problem solving related to medication reconciliation and collective learning related to medication safety, within and across clinician and administrator subgroups.

A distinguishing feature of SKN technology is that it helps combine top-down vetted content with bottom-up social knowledge to address high-impact organizational challenges. Correspondingly, the team of “SKN moderators” at ABC Health would play a key role in engaging & recruiting participants to the SKN system, and implementing forums and blogs to facilitate knowledge sharing and collective learning related to medication reconciliation and safety. Prior to participant recruitment, SKN Moderators will collect baseline data to lay a comprehensive foundation for the intervention. Baseline data will be collected at the clinic (unit) level on: (1) Process and Outcome Measures (e.g., the EHR Medication Reconciliation Rate, the Medication Error Rate, the Adverse Drug Event Rate, and Patient Satisfaction Score & Percentile Ranking), and (2) Clinic Characteristics (e.g., specialization, size, and patient volume). Additionally, SKN moderators will administer a questionnaire among clinic (unit)-level practitioners to obtain baseline data on prevailing communication practices related to medication reconciliation. The questionnaire will obtain information on specific problems practitioners would like to address in regard to medication reconciliation. The questionnaire will also obtain information on prevailing areas of expertise among practitioners, and interest in participating in moderated discussion forums related to medication safety and patient-centered care delivery.
Once study sites (i.e., intervention clinics/units within ABC Health) are identified, SKN Moderators will leverage baseline data from the questionnaire to engage and recruit participants to the SKN system. Participants will be informed that the SKN system would be responsive to their needs and that they would serve as partners in improving medication safety and promoting patient-centered care. The SKN moderators will undertake active and systematic efforts to engage the participant community in use of the SKN system. The baseline questionnaire data will be used to invite participants to specific forums and blogs; and all participants will receive regular emails alerting participants to new content on the SKN system and encouraging participation. Additionally, in-kind incentives in the forms of “gift cards” or compensation for travel related to education and/or professional development would be distributed to participants who contribute who make substantial contributions through the SKN system.

SKN Moderators will use baseline data from the questionnaire to conduct targeted interventions to promote meaningful use of EHR medication reconciliation. SKN Moderators will also provide ongoing feedback of data collected on process & outcome measures, to enable process improvements at the clinic/unit-level. While targeted interventions from SKN Moderators would enable “top-down” problem identification, the social networking capabilities of the SKN system are expected to also enable bottom-up problem identification and problem resolution through tacit knowledge exchange. In short, the SKN system is expected to enable a knowledge community on medication safety to evolve organically.

The primary aim of this project would be to examine the relationship between use of SKN technology and meaningful use of EHR technology. The primary hypothesis is that use of SKN technology would transform EHR-in-practice from “limited use” to “meaningful use” by developing network structures for generating new knowledge-in-practice. Secondary hypotheses would pertain to use of specific features of SKN technology, i.e., (1) Use of “forums” within the SKN system would transform a “limited-use-EHR-in-practice” into a “collective-problem-solving-EHR-in-practice”; (2) Use of “blogs” would transform the “limited-use-EHR-in-practice” into an “improvisation-EHR-in-practice”. A prospective and quasi-experimental mixed-method design, incorporating quantitative analysis, network analysis, and content analysis, would be used to examine the relationship between SKN use and meaningful use of EHR.

In summary, such a project if implemented could help directly validate the applicability of the integrated TIP/KIP framework in enabling meaningful use of EHR technology in a real world scenario. The project would lay a foundation for understanding the role of SKN systems in enabling the meaningful use of EHR; and moreover, it would shed light on the mechanisms by which meaningful use occurs at the clinic (unit) level, including the communication & knowledge sharing network structures that are associated with problem solving, collective learning, and practice change. These insights could in turn lay a foundation for generating “evidence-based management” strategies for meaningful use of EHR, including the optimal use of information and communication technologies and the design of organizational communication structures for enabling successful implementation of EHR at the frontlines of care (i.e., at the clinic/unit level).

Additionally, the study has potential to identify innovative strategies for clinician education & provider engagement in the context of medication safety and patient-centered care delivery. Importantly, it would help delineate the changing role of hospital administrators in facilitating practice change. This would have direct implications for workforce literature, especially in regard to the mix of clinical and administrative professionals in care delivery. For example, it could help delineate the importance of a new breed of professionals in healthcare organizations; the SKN moderators – having the administrative and clinical savvies to improve information flow, bridge enterprise silos and address a broad family of organizational problems and challenges. The project would have equally strong potential to contribute to the patient-centered care literature, particularly on the role of information & communication technologies in enabling patient-centered care. Such a project would also have broad policy implications. For example, if the hypothesis holds, federally certified EHR vendors could be encouraged to identify novel ways to incorporate SKN features within EHR systems. To this effect, having IT professionals as participants within the SKN system has the potential to stimulate ideas for achieving this
purpose. Such results could also carry important implications for accreditation, wherein use of SKN in some form (for enabling meaningful use of EHR) could become an accreditation requirement for healthcare organizations.

4 Discussion

4.1 Implications for hospital administrators and strategies for successful EHR implementation

A key contribution of the integrated TIP/KIP framework is that it can help hospital administrators with: (1) understanding the causes of UACs of health IT implementation; and (2) gaining insight into strategies for overcoming them through the use of information and communication technologies to transform EHR-in-practice. The integrated theoretical framework suggests that information and communication technologies can be leveraged to create new social structures, generate new knowledge-in-practice, and transform technology-in-practice. Additionally, the application of the theoretical framework to a real-world context by way of a broad project proposal suggests that efforts to modify social structures & systems through use of information and communication technologies (such as SKN systems) may need to be championed by senior administrators and practitioners (“SKN Moderators”), who undertake proactive and ongoing efforts to engage & educate individual clinicians in the use of the new SKN system, and thereby overcome barriers to technology acceptance at the individual clinician level. While the introduction of the SKN system by itself could impact EHR-in-practice, individual clinicians need to be motivated to participate in the new knowledge networks created by SKN system, and willingly part with their tacit-discretionary knowledge, to enable collective problem-solving and learning at the system level.

Another lesson learned from the literature is that knowledge is not homogeneous. The highly public nature of most tools for electronic collaboration overlooks this. Many organizations are known to build an open and generic forum for communication and assume that members of the targeted community will make use of this. Instead, the key challenge is to activate clinicians’ knowledge through new communication network structures (or social structures). Correspondingly, managers must make proactive and ongoing efforts to: (1) increase the “perceived usefulness” of the new health IT system; (2) develop a solid infrastructure for ongoing training of clinicians; and (3) provide incentives for clinicians to learn the new technology, and share their tacit knowledge for collective problem solving.

In summary, the integrated TIP/KIP framework and its application to a real-world context by way of a broad project proposal, provide insight into various management strategies for the successful EHR implementation in a hospital setting, as outlined below:

(1) Ensure the presence of dedicated and supportive leaders (i.e., champions for change)

Securing financing approval from the Board of Directors and detailed business plans from key leaders (e.g., Chief Executive Officer, Chief Information Officer, Chief Nursing Officer, and Chief Medical Officer) is an essential precondition for successful implementation. At the same time, it is critical to develop a shared vision and organize for success. Administrative leadership throughout the organization must be involved and physician leadership must be active and engaged from the start.

(2) Proactively communicate the value and benefits of using new technology

Hospital administrators and leaders must communicate benefits of the EHR system to individual clinicians on a proactive and ongoing basis (like for example, by serving as “SKN Moderators” on the SKN system). They must highlight its value in terms of time, efficiency, and quality/safety, including the reduction of medical errors. They could also emphasize other benefits such as: standardized processes; standardized nursing documentation; availability of electronic health records to all care providers; improved auditing capabilities; “built-in” regulatory compliance; readily available reference information; and improved safety with legibility/accuracy.
(3) Design with physicians and nurses and listen to the users

Hospital administrators and leaders must strive to develop a multidisciplinary & collaborative design team. Physician and nursing input in design, testing, and education, can speed up training and adoption and also help utilize technology appropriately. More significantly, it can help avoid workarounds (which could end up underutilizing technology, over-riding safety features and creating inconsistencies of care).

(4) Engage clinicians; offer incentives; and create a supportive team culture

Success stories in EHR implementation highlight the importance of identifying organizational-level project leaders from both “operations” and “IT” perspectives. Such leaders could be nurses or physicians with prior computer experience and time management skills. They must be comfortable with point-of-care documentation, and must be team players, open to change. These computer savvy “super-users” of the EHR system could be incentivized to work on EHR design and testing. Their efforts must be valued and rewarded, and their feedback used an ongoing basis to institute changes and improvements as needed.

(5) Train the masses and set up for continuous technology evaluation, training, and improvement

Successful EHR implementation requires time for user-paced learning, extensive practice, and consistent use. It is essential to recognize generational differences and plan training/education accordingly. It is important to make training sessions accessible to everyone, and to not assume that a particular person will not need training because of their job title. While flexibility in training may be a plus, it is critical to have an incentive system in place to encourage compliance. The best designs will be outdated quickly. As such, it is essential to be prepared for continuous system upgrades and newer technology. It is also important to prepare for ongoing workflow changes, as users begin to share knowledge on the SKN system, to solve problems and improvise with respect to using the EHR system.

4.2 Implications for future research

The integrated (TIP/KIP) framework and its application provide insight into several avenues for EHR implementation research. To begin with, exploratory studies similar to the broad project proposal may be undertaken to examine the effect of using information and communication technologies (such as SKN systems) alongside new or existing EHR systems. In a similar vein, “case-control” studies, wherein, the EHR system is introduced along with information and communication technologies (ICT) in one organization and as a standalone in another similar organization would allow a comparison of enacted EHR-in-practice, network structures, and types of knowledge activated in the two scenarios. Similarly, “longitudinal” studies, wherein the ICT is introduced after certain period of time following the launch of a new EHR system, could shed light on changes to network structures and EHR-in-practice following the introduction of the new ICT.

On a related note, the KIP framework provides a foundation for understanding how ICTs may be leveraged to enhance IT capabilities. Therefore, it may also be beneficial to conduct future studies on the use of ICTs (e.g., SKN systems) as a standalone in healthcare organizations, i.e., without them having to accompany a new or existing EHR system. More research on use of ICTs (such as the SKN Presto system) as a stand-alone, in healthcare organizations could shed light on associations between types of ICTs, network structures and the types of knowledge activated/exchanged, and thereby serve to contribute to the literature on IT and innovation implementation in healthcare organizations.

5 Conclusion

The primary value of the integrated TIP/KIP framework lies in providing insight into causes of UACs of implementing EHRs, and strategies to overcome them. In effect, the broad project proposal, would not only help test the applicability of the framework to a real-world healthcare context, but also add to the body of “evidence-based management” literature in regard to communication and knowledge sharing structures that are most effective for successful implementation of EHRs,
and at a broader level, for the implementation and sustainability of change and innovation hospitals and health systems. Therefore, future research along these lines would serve the additional purpose developing a comprehensive set of evidence-based management strategies for successful EHR implementation and “meaningful use” of EHR technology.
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